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Wunderlich –  
Mission accomplished

Comprehensive range for the  
BMW F 750 GS

At long last, the time has finally come – following on from 
four-times German Enduro Champion Dirk Thelen showing just 
what the new BMW 850 GS is capable of during the Mission 
d’Agadir, its sister model, BMW’s long-awaited F 750 GS, 
is now rolling into shops. At the same time, the motorcycle 
accessories specialist Wunderlich is already showing off its 
powerful product range for the attractive two-cylinder enduro 
all-rounder.

The 750 is actually a universal motorbike designed to suit all 
purposes. Whether you’re heading off on an evening ride or a 
long journey, hitting the road or simply going about your daily 
travels in the city, this GS is ready for everything. The good 
aspects become perfect thanks to Wunderlich’s clever com-
ponents. The Sinzig-based specialists for high-quality acces-
sories offer a wide range of sophisticated solutions and helpful 
details in relation to Wunderlich’s core competencies – namely 
ergonomics, comfort, security and luggage.

You can head off on your tour with customised tank bags and 
the practical seat and luggage rack bags; the sophisticated 
engine and tank protection bars, meanwhile, keep the asphalt 
at a distance should the worst happen, and the water cooler 
protection keeps the cooling unit intact during more than just 
fun offroad rides. The foldable headlight protection grill reliably 
prevents expensive damage to the headlamp, and the clever 
anti-theft system for the helmet allows you to relax while you’re 
taking a break. The special highlights of the Wunderlich range 
are the windscreens, which are already available in different 
versions.

Since the extensive product portfolio for the 750 series is readi-
ly available, the BMW specialists from the Rhine region are pro-
ving their expertise in motorcycle accessories yet again. And 
Wunderlich simply wouldn’t be Wunderlich if they didn’t already 
had a plenty of new ideas and products in their pipeline.

The complete range for the F 750 GS can be found at  
www.bmw-f750gs.com
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You‘ll find the products with the following part numbers in our webshop:

Part numbers: Bezeichnung Price

20230-xxx Wunderlich windscreen »MARATHON« or »EXTREME« 
clear or smoky grey

179,90 € bis 
199,90 €

26550-202 Wunderlich engine protection bar »EXTREME« - black 249,90 €

41580-202 Wunderlich tank protection bar »ADVENTURE« - black 219,90 €

40981-002 Wunderlich tank bag ELEPHANT »SPORT EDITION« - black 189,90 €

20620-100 Wunderlich holder for »ELEPHANT« tank bag - black 69,90 €

42156-102 Wunderlich axle crash pads »DOUBLESHOCK« - front - black 69,90 €

25854-002 Wunderlich water cooler protection »EXTREME« - black 99,90 €

25803-101 Wunderlich »ERGO« handlebar riser for models with BMW sat nav - silver ... available soon

25803-001 Wunderlich »ERGO« handlebar riser for models without BMW sat nav - silver ... available soon

25851-002 Wunderlich foldable lamp protection grille - black 149,90 €

25855-002 Wunderlich side stand enlarger - black 49,90 €

44320-600 Wunderlich helmet anti-theft system „HELM LOCK“ 59,90 €

27810-300 Wunderlich Extenda Fender - black ... available soon

44150-000 Wunderlich seat and luggage rack bag - black 179,90 €

26232-001 Wunderlich brake lever enlargement - silver 39,90 €
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Wunderlich tank protection bar »ADVENTURE« Wunderlich tank bag ELEPHANT »SPORT EDITION«

Wunderlich windscreen »MARATHON«, clear
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Wunderlich water cooler protection “EXTREME” Wunderlich foldable headlight protection grill

Wunderlich axle crash pads »DOUBLESHOCK«
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Wunderlich Handlebar riser 25 mm G 310 GS Wunderlich Crash protectors G 310 GS

Wunderlich ELEPHANT “SPORT EDITION” tank bag Wunderlich LED additional head light ATON

Wunderlich seat and luggage rack bag Wunderlich brake lever enlargement

Wunderlich seat- and luggage rack pack

Wunderlich brake lever enlargement


